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organization turns on Vietnam 
it does more to change U.S., 
Vietnam policy than all the 
protest marches.”

U.S. MISGUIDED,
AND MISINFORMED
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what

It’s a long way up 
seventh floor of 
Maclean’s own writers would 
call the posh 
location of the Maclean-Hunter
building. ,

Up past the offices ot
Chatelaine, up past the offices 
of more than fifty trade 
magazines turned out by 
Canada’s super-publishing

downtown

Gzowski feels that the U.S. 
is in Vietnam because it was 
misguided, misinformed and 
misled. He admits, though, that 
he can see economic reasons 
why they’re there as well. The 
war does benefit certain 
economic interests.”

And, “the type of person 
who owns periodicals in the 
U.S. is generally part of this
group.” . „,

But Gzowski feels there 
are honest publishers in this 
country whose dedication is to 
the common weal.”

1house.
Tire editor of Maclean’s gets 

office, medium size, PMa corner 
comfortable, hardly overdone, 
about what you d expect a 
Ford junior vice-president.

1 think this is where 1 can 
change the world more Jhan 
anywhere else 1 could be, says 
the new man in the seventh 
floor office Peter Gzowski.

it’s where 1 ridy“And it’s fun
be and it's what l rn
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want to 
good at.”

And why, after he and a 
group of high-ranking 
personnel walked out 
in protest 
interference by the publishers,

w i th
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à “Publishers are villians, but 
villainous as people

win 1965 
editorial not as „

think them to be.
Much of the problem is 

and information control, 
from
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Gzowski says, comes 
what he calls “anticipatory 
censorship.”

4*Macleans?
“1 wish reporters asking 

that question would do a little 
speculation on their own. What 
can 1 really say?

lie’s probably pointing out 
one thing he’s adamant about, 
“I haven’t compromised myself 
in the least.

“Before 1 took the job I 
talked to the publishers 
particularly Ron McEachern
(MacLean- Hunter’s
vice-president in charge ot 
consumer publications) I m 

saying anything about 
I’m editor

f
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HOW Writers have a tendency to 
decide with little basis that 
they should avoid certain 
topics. Often this stems from 
old rumors and mistaken 
remarks around the office.
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Gzowski would like to see 

write openly and 
- he believes they’d 

little
STEAL
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s everyone 
freely
really encounter very 
difficulty doing so.
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And he adds, “there is no 
built-in contradiction between 

tough magazine and a 
successful advertising income.”

Advertising control is 
usually useless anticipatory 
censorship too, he feels.

All of which may be quite 
important for a magazine 
whose books only yery 
recently returned to the black

now
“It’s really a question ot 

whether you’re editor ot 
Maclean’s or not — l am the 
editor. ne quo omy » interference as that promptmg

Gzowski’s resignation four 
years ago?

THE AIR WAS CLEARED
C h arles

a
But wasn't

“The air was cleared by the 
I’m aTempleton affair 

different kind of editor - you 
have to know what your job is 
and what’s really important.FISH & CHIPS LTD.

TWO LOCATIONS TO 
SERVE YOU

FRANK’S , . ink. It was only a year ago
Gzowski is vague about Mac)ean’s changed size to 

what his leadership will mean conform to Time magazine and
for the magazine. It will be six hence ^ able to carry ads
months, perhaps a year, before Anally designed for Time, 
he feels he has really affected **
Maclean’s. „

“It’s a long slow process -, 
he says of his reform. It s
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And’ the French addition, 

still in the red, is to continue 
too, Gzowski says.
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evolution, not revolution.
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1 shit-dHturbrnegan mo°re All together it’s going to be 
muck-raking 1 believe in quite a task for a man who is 
muck-rating journalism.” just getting used to wearing

“And 1 hope it take the tie and who calls himself a
world more seriously and itself radical. Ihdical in the sense,
less seriously” he says of the that he’s always asking why comti chtyge. - always seeking the root of

the question.
“Muck-raking" to Gzowski It ÿoUdI be“ 

is one of the ways a journalist see ,f tht neM. year I
in 55 'gJ&Rw, 

favour of social change in this would seem to mdicate

X
s’ it a

Main St. 
Nashwaaksis

472-7331 country is stupid, he says,
“but the problem is often Jhat 
they don’t know the facts.”

That’s the journalist’s role, 
he feels - the “exposition of 
truth.”

“Rolling back the curtains, 
breaking down the barricades” CANADIAN
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commg.
And it wUl be interestmg to 

see if Gzowski can escape from 
a comment he himself made in
1965: ... ..u

“The elite,” he said, by 
and large protect their own, 
and their underlings know it.
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